Abstract-It was reported for specific bats, that they use a certain scheme to shift the frequencies of their echo location calls to counteract interferences with conspecifics. As in road traffic, an increasing number of cars is equipped with radar sensors, there is also the problem of mutual interference. The available frequency bands are limited, so a randomized frequency hopping will not be the best solution. In this paper, we adapt the frequency hopping behavior of the bats reported in [1] to a radar system. We discuss the algorithm and show measurements of its performance in an anechoic chamber.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Interference between Automotive Radar Sensors
A typical modulation scheme in automotive radar is the FMCW or chirp sequence modulation, in which the sensors transmit linear frequency ramps. When multiple of such radar sensors operate in the same frequency band, interference occurs. This interference is commonly limited in time with a high amplitude, and it will lead to an increased noise floor in the spectrum [2] . A possible interference scenario is shown in Fig. 1 . The black and the red frequency ramps belong to two different sensors. When the frequencies are similar to a certain point in time, interference occurs.
B. Jamming Avoidance between Bats
A group of researchers investigated jamming avoidance responses (JAR) of bats. The bats transmit frequency chirps for their echolocation calls. When interference with conspecifics occurs, the European bat Tadarida teniotis uses frequency hopping to avoid this interference. The bats do not shift their call frequencies in a random way. Instead, the bat with the higher frequency will shift its frequency upwards, while the bat with the lower call frequency shifts it downwards, see [1] .
This behavior will lead to interference free operation with a higher rate of success than switching transmit frequencies at random, especially when the available bandwidth is limited. As the frequency bands for automotive radar are narrow compared to typical radar bandwidths, e.g. 200 MHz in the 76-77 GHz band, we adapted the bats' behavior for radar applications.
II. ADAPTATION OF THE BATS' FREQUENCY HOPPING
In the following section, it is described how the frequency behavior of the bats can be adapted to an automotive chirp sequence radar. The steps required are a detection of interference in the baseband signals of all frequency ramps, followed by a correlation of the interfered time domain samples with their f t Fig. 1 . The frequency ramps of two chirp sequence modulated radar sensors (red and black) overlap in time and frequency, leading to unwanted interference in multiple ramps (gray circles).
corresponding frequencies in the RF domain. With knowledge of the frequencies occupied by another sensor, a new center frequency for the next measurement is determined.
A. Determination of Interfered Frequencies
There is a direct coupling between the baseband time scale and the RF transmit frequency, given by the slope of the transmitted ramps. In Fig. 2 , interference occurs between the frequency ramps Tx 1 and Tx 2 of two sensors. For the RF signal Tx 1 (upper graph), the baseband signal is also shown (lower graph). The sensor's receiver bandwidth limits the interference duration, shown in the green box. The interfered samples in the baseband signal correspond to a certain frequency range in the RF signal. An interference detection is performed for the baseband signal of each frequency ramp, e.g. with a power detector [3] , and from the interfered time samples, the corresponding frequencies are calculated.
B. Changing the Transmit Frequency
If most interfered frequencies are detected below the own center frequency, the radar bandwidth is set above the highest frequency of detection. Otherwise, it is set below the lowest detection. To decide which option is correct, we calculate a center of interference similarly to the center of mass of a homogeneous object aŝ
There, N is the total number of samples in a frequency ramp, N int is the amount of interfered samples over all frequency ramps, and the s i are the numbers of the interfered samples. Note thatr is only an estimator for an optimum value r. A value ofr < 0.5 leads to an upward frequency shift, a value ofr > 0.5 leads to a downward frequency shift. The upper drawing of Fig. 3 shows a scenario, in which one sensor calculatesr above, one below 0.5. In the following measurement, the sensors shift their transmit frequencies in the opposite directions and the interference is mitigated. If the sensors operate at similar center frequencies, we will havê r ≈ 0.5, and no clear decision can be made. Therefore, if
with an arbitrary , a random frequency shift will be performed. After one or both sensors did a random frequency shift,r is calculated again. The example in the lower drawing of Fig. 3 shows, how a random frequency shift can lead to the scenario in the upper drawing, which can be solved reliably.
III. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
We compare the method with other possible algorithms for frequency hopping. We set up a stochastic model which indicates the expected interference power during a measurement.
A. Model Description
We consider two sensors using the described method and a bandwidth of B = 200 MHz in the 76-77 GHz band. When they operate at the same time, there is a certain probability that both bandwidths will overlap, if both sensors have random initial frequencies. We located one sensor arbitrarily at 76.5 GHz. The center frequency of the other sensor can take values from 77.1 to 77.9 GHz. Thus, the probability for occurrence of interference is It is important, which samples in the time domain signal are interfered, because the window function takes significant influence on the received interference power, compare [4] . We consider the von-Hann window frequency domain:
For a certain frequency overlap f of the sensors' bandwidths, the expected interference power E(P int,f ) is proportional to
With the probability p(f ) of frequency overlap f , the expected overall interference power is
If interference occurs, each overlap f has the same probability, so the overall probability for overlap f is
For two sensors with B = 200 MHz, this leads to
This value describes the expected interference power between two sensors which transmit at random positions in the frequency band. With a probability p solve , the frequency hopping solves the interference problem. But, it is also possible to perform a random frequency shift according to (2) or to shift the frequency in the wrong direction, if the estimatorr is bad. We consider these possibilities as states in the state model in Fig. 4 . In the initial state S 1 , the center frequencies of both sensors are random. After each measurement, this state can be reached with the condition in (2). Ifr allows application of the bats-adapted algorithm, state S 2 can be reached and no more interference is expected. If a frequency shift in the wrong direction is performed because of a bad estimationr, the sensors shift their frequencies in the same direction. As the frequencies of interference detection are identical for both sensors, they set the center frequency to the same value in the next measurement. This leads to state S 3 , in which both sensors have the same center frequencies and will detect the same interferences. Thus, from this state it is not possible to accomplish interference-free operation with the bat algorithm. Fig. 5 shows, which values ofr will lead to a random frequency shift or to a shift in the wrong direction. We model the probabilities for thoser depending on the difference in center frequencies f c of the sensors with two approaches. In the first approach, we assume that the repetition intervals of the frequency ramps of both sensors are identical, or multiples of each other. In this case, the same time samples will be interfered in each ramp, and the probability density ofr corresponds to a uniform distribution. The expected value of r is r, and its variance is
In the second approach, we assume that the repetition intervals of the frequency ramps are different and not multiples of each other. Then, the interfered samples in all ramps are uniformly distributed over the bandwidth common to both sensors. For a large number N of frequency ramps, e.g. 128,r is normally distributed according to the central limit theorem with variance
With variance and expected value, we calculate the probabilities in Fig. 4 for a fixed . The probability of a certain state in the i−th measurement is described with a Markov chain as
The expected interference power E 2 in state S 2 is zero, E 1 in state S 1 is given in (8). For state S 3 , it is calculated as a special case of (5) with f = B, leading to
The expected interference power in measurement i is
We quantify the expected interference power for other frequency hopping algorithms in the same way. For an algorithm which performs a random frequency shift after each measurement, as described in [5] , we set p 11 = 1. An algorithm which performs a random frequency shift only if interference is detected, is described by changing p Int to p i Int in (7), giving
Another method we want to compare is a standard which separates the frequency band into five equal slots, as mentioned in [6] . Each sensor uses a random slot, and changes to another random slot if interference occurs. In case of interference, the sensors' bandwidths overlap completely and the interference power is the same as in (12). The probability of occurrence of interference is 0.2, so the expected interference power is
The expected interference power for a series of measurements is plotted in Fig. 6 with the variance of (10). In the initial measurement, two sensors use random center frequencies and bandwidths of 200 MHz in the 76 − 77 GHz band. Integration of the curves gives a measure of the total expected interference power for each method, see Table I . For the bat method, results for both considered variances are given with their optimum values for . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We show a measurement of a typical interference scenario, carried out in an anechoic chamber. The described method is tested on a radar system operating in the 76-77 GHz band. This radar used a chirp sequence modulation with 128 ramps per measurement. As interferer, we used an FMCW radar with a triangular modulation scheme with a ramp duration of 1 ms. Its transmit frequency is kept constant from 76.4 to 76.45 GHz. The victim had a center frequency of 76.3 GHz with a bandwidth of 400 MHz.
Rising frequency ramps were transmitted, so interference occurs in the end of the baseband signal, shown in Fig. 7 . The baseband signals of all 128 ramps are plotted into the figure to show the occurrence of interference over the complete measurement. A window function is applied, so the signal is curved. The threshold which was used to detect interference is drawn above and below the signal, the black box indicates detections. To the left of the detected interference, there are further artifacts in the signal. These are undesired side lines created by the interferer. They are lower in amplitude as the main signal and are below the detection threshold.
According to (1),r is calculated. It is higher than 0.5, so the radar shifts its center frequency to 76.2 GHz below the highest detected interfered frequency. In the time domain signal of the second measurement in Fig. 8 can be seen, that the high amplitude interference is not present anymore. Only the artifacts mentioned before are still visible, but damped by the window function.
V. CONCLUSION
A jamming avoidance response of bats to counteract interference was adapted to automotive chirp sequence radar. It was shown that the method outperforms a randomized frequency hopping and can be nearly as effective as a regulation of the frequency band. It works best if a high amount of frequency ramps is transmitted and if the ramp repetition intervals of interfering sensors are different. Additionally, the method can be easily combined with other interference countermeasures.
